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Abstract. While many similarities between Machine Learning and crypt-
analysis tasks exists, so far no major result in cryptanalysis has been
reached with the aid of Machine Learning techniques. One exception is the
recent work of Gohr, presented at Crypto 2019, where for the first time,
conventional cryptanalysis was combined with the use of neural networks
to build a more efficient distinguisher and, consequently, a key recovery
attack on Speck32/64. On the same line, in this work we propose two
Deep Learning (DL) based distinguishers against the Tiny Encryption
Algorithm (TEA) and its evolution RAIDEN. Both ciphers have twice
block and key size compared to Speck32/64. We show how these two
distinguishers outperform a conventional statistical distinguisher, with
no prior information on the cipher, and a trail distinguisher based on the
differential trails presented by Biryukov and Velichkov at FSE 2014. We
also present some variations of the DL-based distinguishers, discuss some
of their extra features, and propose some directions for future research.
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1 Introduction

During an invited talk at Asiacrypt 1991 [38], Rivest stated that, since the
blossoming of computer science and due to the similarity of their notions and
concerns, machine learning (ML) and cryptanalysis can be viewed as sister fields.
However, in spite of this similarity, it is hard to find in the literature of the most
successful cryptanalytical results the use of ML techniques. Several attempts
have been made by researchers, using all range of tools that ML can offer, from
genetic algorithms, to optimization techniques, neural networks, etc., both in the
supervised and unsupervised setting, with the goal of improving or presenting
new techniques for black box distinguishers, differential trail searches, or even
plaintext or key recovery. So far, all positive results were only able to break
particular instances of historical ciphers, simplified versions of modern ciphers,
or ciphers for which a conventional attack already existed.

For the first time in 2019, standard differential cryptanalysis techniques
and deep residual neural networks were successfully combined by Gohr [14],
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to significantly improve an existing attack breaking a reduced version of the
NSA rather small cipher Speck32/64. Following the line of Gohr, in this work,
we investigate how conventional distinguishers compare to deep learning based
distinguisher, on a cipher with a similar (Feistel) structure to Speck32/64, but
with twice its block and key size (one might wonder if the success of Gohr’s
experiment is due to the very small block and key size of the cipher) . For our
experiments, we selected the Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA, [45]), and its
variation RAIDEN ([37]).

The goal of this work, rather than improving existing results, is to compare
conventional distinguishers with neural network based distinguishers, and to show
weaknesses and strengths of one or the other.

1.1 Related works

We now give a brief (not exhaustive) overview of the literature concerning
applications of machine learning techniques to cryptanalysis.

We already mentioned the brief invited talk by Rivest during Asiacrypt 1991
[38] on the relationship between cryptography and machine learning, where he
discussed how each field has contributed ideas and techniques to the other. In 2017,
a short survey on automated design and cryptanalysis of cipher systems was given
[6], showing that computational intelligence methods, such as genetic algorithms,
genetic programming, Tabu search, and memetic computing, are effective tools to
solve many cryptographic problems. In his master thesis [23] (2018), Lagerhjelm
presents six experiments using long short-term memory networks to try to
decipher encrypted text (with DES algorithm) and convolutional neural networks
to perform classification tasks on encrypted MNIST images. Both tasks are
unsuccessful, except when classifying images encrypted under DES-ECB mode.

ML has been applied with fair success to aid profiled side-channel analysis
(e.g. [26,35,36]) or non-profiled side-channel analysis ([44]). The literature on
this subject is somehow extended, and out of scope with respect to our work,
where we only consider cryptanalysis methods which do not benefit from side
channel information.

In 2007 [24], the problem of finding some missing bits of the key that is
used in a 4 and 6 rounds DES instance is tackled, with the optimization tech-
niques of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE).
Experimental results for 4-round DES showed that the optimization methods
considered located the solution efficiently, as they required a smaller number of
function evaluations compared to the brute force approach. For 6 rounds DES
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms depends on the construction of the
objective function. In the same work, also the factorization and discrete logarithm
problem have been modeled as an optimization problem or by means of Artificial
Neural Networks, but the experiments were run on 3 decimal digit numbers only.

A direct application of ML to distinguishing the output produced by modern
ciphers was explored in [10]. The ML distinguisher had no prior information
on the cipher structure, and the authors conclude that their technique was not
successful in the task of extracting useful information from the ciphertexts when
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CBC mode was used and not even distinguish them from random data. Better
results were obtained in ECB mode, as one may easily expect, due to the non-
randomization property of the mode. A similar experiment was also reproduced,
with similar results, in [27] and in [23], both in 2018.

Better success has been recently obtained with historical ciphers or to sim-
plified version of modern ciphers. For example, in 2018, code-book recovery for
short-period Vigenère cipher was obtained with the use of unsupervised learning
using neural networks [15] or, in 2017, restricted version of Enigma cipher were
simulated using restricted neural networks [16]. In 2014, in [11], the authors
successfully mapped the input/output behaviour of the Simplified Data Encryp-
tion Standard (S-DES), with the use of Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) neural
network. They also showed that the effectivness of the MLP network depends on
the nonlinearity of the internal s-boxes of S-DES. Previous pioneering works on
S-DES or other simplified ciphers are [33], [43], [2], or [3]. A somehow singular
case, in 2002, is that of a public-key scheme based on neural networks, who was
broken by use of genetic algorithms (and also by other classical algorithms) [21].

In [34], the authors perform an extensive data analysis of the RC4 keystreams
which allow them to extract the single-byte and double-byte distributions in the
early portions of the keystream itself. This is used to then recover plaintext data.

In [17], the authors use a genetic-algorithm to search for subsets of the input
space that produces a high statistically significant deviation of the distribution of
a given subset of the output produced by the Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA)
encryption. They find 4 rounds trails using 211 random inputs.

In 2019, the work by Gohr [14] is the first that compares cryptanalysis
performed by a deep neural network to solving the same problems with strong,
well-understood conventional cryptanalytic tools. It is also the first paper to
combine neural networks with strong conventional cryptanalysis techniques and
the first paper to demonstrate a neural network based attack on a symmetric
cryptographic primitive that improves upon the published state of the art. All
this is applied to Speck32/64, a lightweight cipher designed by the NSA, with a
32 bit block input and a 64 bit key. At the time of writing this manuscript, other
similar works appeared following Gohr approach. In particular, Baksi et al. [7]
proposed a Deep Learning based distinguisher for up to 8-round reduced version
of the Gimli-Hash and Gimli-Cipher using the all-in-one differential approach
[4]. Jain et al. [19] analyze 3-6 round reduced PRESENT lightweight block
cipher, by presenting a multi-layer perceptron network distinguisher. Finally,
Yadav and Kumar [47] derive a multi-layer perceptron distinguisher for 9 rounds
SIMON and 6 rounds SPECK. All these previous deep learning works focus on
xor-differential cryptanalysis, while in this work we analyze two ciphers based on
additive-differential cryptanalysis.

1.2 Our contribution

In this work, we compare conventional distinguishers with deep learning based
distinguishers. We propose two different (but similar) network architectures to be
used as distinguishers against round-reduced versions of the TEA and RAIDEN
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ciphers. In particular, one network is based on the multi-layer perceptron structure,
which is a new approach compared to that of Gohr [14], who used a Deep Residual
Network, while the other on a convolutional structure. Contrary to what Baksi
et al. [7] stated, we show that Convolutional Neural Networks are suitable for
the purpose of finding a distinguisher. Another important difference between our
work and the one from Baksi et al. is that, as in Gohr, we train the network with
a single input difference, while in Baksi et al., they use multiple input differences.
We test the performances of all our deep learning based distinguishers, in terms
of accuracy, against the conventional ones, then we propose a distinguishing task
where a conventional distinguisher cannot be applied. Finally, we analyze the
limitations of our approach and we propose some directions for further research
in the field.3

1.3 Outline of the paper

In section 1.1, we briefly overview the main results of ML applications to crypt-
analysis. In section 2, devoted to the preliminaries, we describe the ciphers used
in this work, we define cryptographic distinguishers and their properties, and
we introduce the neural networks utilized during our analysis. In section 3, we
describe two conventional distinguishers, one that can be used without any prior
information on the cipher, and another that requires a preliminary cryptanalysis
of the cipher. In section 4, we describe our neural network based distinguishers.
Section 5 is devoted to the comparison and the experimental results, and finally,
in section 6, we draw the conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Description of TEA and RAIDEN

In this work we are considering two block ciphers with a similar structure:
RAIDEN and TEA. Precisely, they are Feistel networks of r rounds, in which
the output of the nonlinear function F is injected into the network through
a modular addition. Both ciphers input and output are b = 64 bit strings,
and are represented as two words of w = 32 bits, to which we refer to as,
respectively, (L0, R0) and (Lr, Rr). The key is k = 128 bits long, and split in
four w-bit words, i.e. K = (K0,K1,K2,K3). To perform the encryption and
decryption, they only use the following types of operation: modular addition,
bitwise exclusive or, and right or left The cipher output is obtained by repeating
r rounds as Li+1 = F(Ri) � Li and Ri+1 = Ri for i even, while Li+1 = Li
and Ri+1 = F(Li) �Ri for i odd. TEA nonlinear function FTEA is defined as
FTEA
δi,ki0 ,ki1

(x) = ((x� 4)�k0)⊕(x�δi)⊕((x� 5)�k1) , where δ0 = 0x9e3779b9,

δi = δ0 ·b(r+1)/2c mod 2w (so that the same constant is used for two consecutive
rounds), (ki0 , ki1) = (K0,K1) for the even rounds, and (ki0 , ki1) = (K2,K3) for

3 The Python scripts used to generate the results on this manuscript can be found at
https://github.com/Crypto-TII/deep learning vs conventional distinguishers.

https://github.com/Crypto-TII/deep_learning_vs_conventional_distinguishers
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the odd rounds. RAIDEN nonlinear function FRAIDEN is defined as FRAIDEN
ki

(x) =
((ki�x)� 9)⊕ (ki�x)⊕ ((ki�x)� 14) , where ki is updated according to the
following key schedule ki = Ki mod 4 = ((K0 �K1)� ((K2 �K3)⊕ (K0 � K2))),
so that it is the same every other round.

Differential trails An additive differential ∆x is a n-bit string obtained as the
modular difference of two other n-bit strings x1, x2, i.e. ∆x = x1 � x2.

Definition 1. Let ∆x,∆y ∈ {0, 1}n be fixed n-bit strings, representing two
additive differences. The Additive Differential Probability (ADP) of a function f
(adpf ) is the probability with which ∆x propagates to ∆y through the function
f , computed over all n-bit input x: adpf (∆x→ ∆y) = 2−n · |{x : (f(x�∆x) =
f(x) �∆y}| .

A differential trail for an iterated cipher is a sequence of triple (∆xi, ∆yi, pi)
representing the input/output i-th round differences and their associated ADP
of the round function, where ∆xi+1 = ∆yi. To build our classical and neural
network based distinguisher, we use the differential trails found in the work of
Biryukov and Velichkov [9].

One fundamental difference among TEA and RAIDEN is that, unlike RAIDEN,
due to the very simple key schedule, TEA cannot be modeled as a Markov ciphers.
For this reason, the differential trail for TEA is only valid for a fixed key.

2.2 Distinguishers

In what follows, a cryptographic distinguisher (or simply a distinguisher) AOracle

is a probabilistic algorithm, that takes as input an oracle Oracle secretly running
either a random permutation Π, or a specific instantiation Ck, indexed by the
key k, of a family C of ciphers. The output of AOracle is 1 if it believes that Oracle
is executing Ck, and 0 if it believes it is executing Π. Internally, the distinguisher
might use specific information about C, as this is a public family of functions.
In this case we speak about a tailored distinguisher (see e.g. section 3.2), or no
information at all (except for the block size), in which case we speak about a
generic distinguisher (see e.g. section 3.1).

In cryptography, a distinguisher is often called an adversary. The prp-cpa-
advantage [8], or simply advantage, of the adversary A in distinguishing the family
C of permutations from the set of random permutations, using 2λ resources, is,
informally, a measure of how successfully A can distinguish C from the set of
random permutation and, formally, is defined as Advprp−cpaA,C (λ) = |Pr[E1] −
Pr[E0]| , where E1 is the event that A outputs 1 when Oracle contains Ck, and
E0 is the event that A outputs 1 when Oracle contains Π.

The concept of adversary advantage in machine learning, is usually referred
to as accuracy of the distinguisher.
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Single key and known key distinguishers In this work, we consider two
scenarios. In the first case, called single secret-key scenario, the attacker sees
some traffic, which he knows is coming either from a known cipher or a random
permutation, and wants to determine from which of the two is coming. In the
second case, called single known-key scenario, the attacker knows the cipher
and the key, and wants to verify that the cipher with that specific key behaves
as a random permutation or not. In other words, the adversary aims to find a
structural property for the cipher under the known key, i.e. a property which an
ideal cipher (a permutation drawn at random) would not have. The notion of
known-key distinguisher was introduced in 2007, by Knudsen and Rijmen [22],
and subsequently vastly studied, e.g in [28,39], for AES-like ciphers, in [5,40,41]
for Feistel-like ciphers, or in [12,29,30] for other constructions.

2.3 Neural networks

In this section, we give a brief description of Deep Learning for Data Classification.
Deep Learning is a branch of machine learning that uses Deep Neural Networks
and which has been applied in many fields such as image classification, speech
recognition and machine translation [13,1,49]. The goal is to classify some data
x ∈ Rn based on their labels y(x) ∈ S in some classes, where n is the dimension
of the data and S is the set of classes that we are considering. For simplicity, we
can consider S = {0, 1, ..., σ−1} as our classes and the so called one-hot encoding
C : Rn → S as the vector representation of y(x) in Rσ, where C(x) is a vector
of length σ with all components set to 0 except for the y(x)-th one, that is set to 1.

A Neural Network is a function F : Rn → S which for an input x ∈ Rn gives
in output a score vector y ∈ Rσ such that the i-th component of the vector is a
positive real number that is proportional to our confidence that the input value
x comes from the class i. To measure the performance of our network, we can
define an error function, that is a measure on how far from the real data our
previsions are. The most common choice for the error function is the Euclidean
Distance

E(x) = ‖C(x)− F (x)‖2 .
To quantify the error of the network to the whole dataset we define the so called
loss function, that is simply the average of the error function on the entire set:

L =
1

L

L∑
i=i

E(xi),

where L is the cardinality of the dataset. Together with the loss function we
define another metric called the accuracy, that in our case is defined as the
proportion of our dataset that is correctly classified, that is, the proportion of
the xi’s for which y(xi) = argmax F (xi) holds.

The goal of a neural network is ideally to minimize the loss function L on
every possible input dataset, and this is done by considering L as a function of
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some parameters θ called the trainable parameters of the network. The training
phase of the neural network can be seen as a numerical optimization problem,
where the function L(θ) is minimized using an iterative approach, called the
optimizer of the network. The most famous and classical approach is called
Gradient Descent where we iteratively update θ in this way:

θ(t+1) = θ(t) − α∇L(θ(t))

where α is called the learning rate and it should be seen as the speed of the
training procedure: bigger values of α in general will lead to faster trainings,
while smaller ones will lead to slower but more precise trainings. Since Deep
Neural Networks are usually made up by a lot of layers, doing Gradient Descent
in practice is slow and, as the dimension of the dataset grows, can also be pretty
unprecise. To avoid these problems a lot of techniques have been introduced that
perform the parameters update over a small subset of the initial dataset; then the
dataset is shuffled and the process is repeated on different subsets. The dimension
of the subsets is called the batch size while the process of going through the
entire dataset one time is called an epoch.

Multilayer Perceptron The most simple form of a neural network is the so
called multilayer perceptron. We can define a perceptron as a function P : Rn → R
of the form

P (x) = a

(
ω0 +

n∑
i=1

ωixi

)
where a is a non linear function called the activation function of the perceptron,
ω0 is called the bias and ωi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are the weights. Bias and weights put
together form the set of trainable parameters of the perceptron.

A multilayer perceptron is the combination of several perceptrons organized
in fully connected layers, in the sense that each perceptron output of a layer is
used as an input for every perceptron in the next layer. The first layer is our
input, while the last layer is a set of σ perceptrons representing each class of S.

Convolutional Neural Networks A convolutional neural network is a deep
neural network composed of two types of layers: convolutional layers and pooling
layers. This kind of network has shown a lot of success in the Image Recognition
field [25,32] because of its translation invariance property. Convolutional layers
apply convolution operations to the target by sliding a set of filters on it, while
pooling layers are non-linear layers that slide a window over the input data and
output a local summary such as the maximum or the mean of the current portion
of data.

3 Classical distinguishers

In this section, we introduce two classical differential distinguishers that we
believe to be representative for the two scenarios in which (1) an attacker has no
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information about the analyzed cipher, (2) he has knowledge of its differential
properties. The first distinguisher, to which we refer to as the bitflip distinguisher
is extrapolated from one of the most common diffusion tests. In this test, a cipher
designer flips a bit in the input and checks how many bits in the output change.
If about half of them changes for all input flipped bits, the designer is fairly
confident that diffusion is close to be reached. Of course, there could still be
corner cases and biased bits, but this test is usually done to provide a lower
bound on the security of the cipher. Notice that the bitflip distinguisher can be
applied to all sort of cryptographic functions with fixed input and output size,
and it is particularly useful for iterated functions.

The other distinguisher we present will be referred to as the trail distinguisher.
This is also a very generic distinguisher that can be applied to any iterated function
with fixed input and output size, given the knowledge of a single differential trail
and of its expected probability. In Gohr [14], a generalization of such distinguisher
is considered, where instead of one differential trail, the attacker has at his disposal
many (all possible ones in the case of Speck64/32) differential trails starting from
the same input difference. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to obtain such
a knowledge on the cipher. On the contrary, for most of the ciphers we do not
have such information, due to the larger state that ciphers usually have compared
to Speck 64/32, which is of only 32 bits. The number of samples needed for a
trail distinguisher to be effective is inversely proportional to its probability. We
will show that, before diffusion is achieved, the bitflip distinguisher turns to be
extremely effective with few samples compared to the trail distinguishers based
on trails with small probability (see the case of TEA in fig. 3). In spite of this, we
will also show that neural network based distinguishers (with knowledge of some
differential property of the cipher) perform better than the bitflip distinguisher
even for a small number of rounds and with few samples.

3.1 A classical generic distinguisher

In this section, we describe a generic (differential) distinguisher A1, which we
call the bitflip distinguisher, that performs a simple statistical test on a set of
outputs provided by the oracle when given a certain set of inputs. More precisely,
the bitflip distinguisher A1 works as follows. It takes as additional input the
parameter τ , defining the threshold for the accuracy of the test. A message m is
randomly selected and encrypted to c. Then a bit of m is flipped in a random
bit position, and a new encryption c′ is computed. The distinguisher counts how
many bits changed from c to c′. If the number of bits that changed from c to c′

is about half the bit size b of c, the distinguisher concludes that the oracle is
using a random permutation, otherwise a block cipher. The pseudo-code of the
distinguisher is provided in fig. 1.

3.2 A classical tailored distinguisher

In this section, we describe a tailored distinguisher A2, which we call the trail
distinguisher, which uses information about the family C of block ciphers. More
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Bitflip distinguisher: A1
Oracle(τ)

1 : j ←$ {0, . . . , b}
2 : m←$ {0, 1}k

3 : c← Oracle(m)

// encrypt m with j-th bit flipped

4 : c′ ← Oracle(m⊕ 2j)

5 : h = HammingWeight(c⊕ c′)
6 : if |h/b| < b/2 + τ return 0

7 : else return 1

Trail distinguisher: A2
Oracle(∆x,∆y, p, τ)

1 : h = 0

2 : for i = 0, · · · , d1/pe − 1

3 : m←$ {0, 1}b

4 : c← Oracle(m)

5 : c′ ← Oracle(m�∆x)

6 : if c′ � c = ∆y

7 : h← h+ 1

8 : if h ≥ τ return 1

9 : else return 0

Fig. 1: Bitflip (left) and Differential (right) distinguisher.

precisely, the trail distinguisher A2 works as follows. As an additional input,
beside a threshold τ defining the accuracy of the distinguisher, it receives an
additive differential triple, including an input difference ∆x ∈ {0, 1}b, an output
difference ∆y ∈ {0, 1}b and the probability p that the input/output difference
is preserved after applying the cipher to be distinguished. The probability p
determines the number of sample messages the distinguisher needs to process.
For each sample m the encryption c and c′ of m and m � ∆x is computed,
and if the difference between c and c′ is ∆y, then a counter is increased. If,
at the end of the process, at least τ output differences matched ∆y, then the
distinguisher concludes that the Oracle is using an instance from the family C of
ciphers, otherwise that it is using a random permutation. The pseudo-code of
the distinguisher is provided in fig. 1.

4 Neural network based distinguishers

In this section we present a distinguisher A3, that we will call neural distinguisher.
We instantiate the distinguisher using two types of neural networks: a multilayer
perceptron network and a convolutional network. The motivation behind the first
one is to give a model that require as little computational power to be trained
as possible, while in the second one we want to test if convolutional layers, that
are usually adopted in pattern recognition tasks, can give better results despite
the higher computational power required to train them. Here we give a general
structure of the distinguisher, then we will go into the details in the following
sections. Recall that we defined a Neural Network as a function F that takes
an input and tries to classify it in one of the given classes. Here the classes will
be only 2: S = {random, cipher}, where the random class is the class in which
random inputs will be classified, and the cipher one is the one for the inputs
coming from the cipher. Our network is simply a function F : R2 → S that takes
in input a pair of integer numbers and classify it in one of the two classes. In
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the case of the random class, the input will simply be made up by two uniformly
random integers with bit size equal to the block size of the cipher, while for the
cipher class the input will be a pair of ciphertext coming from a fixed plaintext
difference ∆x unknown to the network.

To build the distinguisher we first train the network using n input-output
pairs coming half from the cipher and half from the random distribution (this
is done one time, then the network is saved and reused for all the distinguisher
calls) for e epochs, then we predict the classes for chunks of n input pairs coming
all from the same source (random or cipher) and we go for a majority vote: we
fix a threshold τn and we check if at least τn out of n samples are classified as
coming from the cipher. If this is true, the chunk is classified as a cipher chunk,
otherwise, it is classified as random. The general pseudo-code for the training
phase and the one for the distinguisher can be seen, respectively, on the left and
on the right of fig. 2. Note that, in the case of a known key distinguisher, as for
TEA, the key used in the training and in the distinguishing phase is always the
same.

Neural Network Training: Train(n, e,∆x)

1 : TrainingInput = ∅
2 : TrainingOutput = ∅
3 : for i = 0, · · · , n
4 : if Uniform(0, 1) > 0.5

5 : m←$ {0, 1}b

6 : k←$ {0, 1}b

7 : c← Encrypt(k,m)

8 : c′ ← Encrypt(k,m�∆x)

9 : Add (c, c′) to TrainingInput

10 : Add (1) to TrainingOutput

11 : else

12 : c←$ {0, 1}b

13 : c′ ←$ {0, 1}b

14 : Add (c, c′) to TrainingInput

15 : Add (0) to TrainingOutput

16 : Net ← TrainNetwork(TrainingInput,

TraningOutput,e)

17 : return Net

Neural distinguisher: A3
Oracle(∆x, n, τn, n, e)

1 : h = 0

2 : Net← Train(n, e,∆x)

3 : for i = 0, · · · , n
4 : m←$ {0, 1}b

5 : c← Oracle(m)

6 : c′ ← Oracle(m�∆x)

7 : if Net(c, c′) = 1

8 : h← h+ 1

9 : if h ≥ τn
10 : return 1

11 : else

12 : return 0

Fig. 2: Neural Network training (left) and Neural Distinguisher (right).
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4.1 Time Distributed distinguisher

In this section, we describe the first of our network architectures for the neural
distinguisher. We will refer to this as the Time Distributed distinguisher (TD
distinguisher).

Input and Output Layers As we said before, our network takes in input a
pair of bit size b integers, ideally representing two ciphertext coming from the
same key and a known input difference. However we noticed that the network
learns better if the inputs are given as bit vectors, so our input layer is made up
by 2b neurons with binary values. For the output, we simply one-hot encode the
two classes, so we have 2 output neurons that, during training, take the value
(1, 0) for random inputs and (0, 1) for cipher inputs. In the classification phase
we classify an observation for which the network output is a vector v to the class
represented by arg max v.

Hidden Layers The network is structured as a multilayer perceptron. The
hidden layers can be ideally split in two parts: the first part is what we call
a time distributed network, while the second one is a multilayer perceptron in
its classic definition. In the first part we split our input in four chunks of 32
bits, each representing one of the four words that make up the two ciphertexts,
and we pass each chunk separately in 2 dense layers of 32 neurons (in our case,
perceptrons) each. The name “time distributed” comes from the fact that this
approach is common when dealing with temporal data, however in our case this
can be simply seen as treating the chunk separately, without letting their values
influence each other. The outputs are four vectors in R32 that are now flattened,
in the sense that they are joined to form a unique vector in R128 that will be the
input of the second part. The second part is made up by three fully connected
layers of 64, 64 and 32 neurons, ending up in the output layers that is, as we said
before, made up by two neurons. The idea of splitting the network in two parts
comes from the fact that in both our ciphers the output is calculated separately
as two different words (although not independently), so we want the network to
see these words alone. The expected effects for the network is to emphasize the
key features of each word independently from the others. We also tried to use
only the fully connected part of the network (without the time distributed one)
getting worse results on the accuracy metric.

Activations and Loss Function For the hidden layers we chose the Leaky
ReLU activation function [46], that can be defined as

a(x) =

{
x x ≥ 0

γx x < 0

with the value γ = 0.3. The choice of the Leaky ReLU is based on the fact that we
expect our problem to have a strong vanishing gradient issue [18], while the value
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of γ was chosen in {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9} using the accuracy metric to evaluate the
model. For the output layer, since we are using one-hot encoding, it comes natural
to use the softmax activation function, defined as a(x) = (a1(x), ..., an(x)) where
ai(x) = exi∑n

j=1 e
xj . For the loss function we opted for the standard mean squared

error, because trying to minimize the cross-entropy gave no improvements in the
accuracy of the models. No regularization methods have been tried to optimize
the learning process.

Optimizer and Learning Rate We chose the state-of-the-art Adam algorithm
as optimizer [20]. We directly opted for this choice since it was used in both Gohr’s
and Baksi’s et al. works, and in general it is a common choice also for side-channel
analysis using machine learning [44,48]. We also tried the Stochastic Gradient
Descent algorithm as an optimizer, but this choice led us to distinguishers with
accuracy close to 0.5 for our models. As a first choice, we fixed the constants to the
values suggested by the authors of [20], that are β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ε = 10−7.
No effort was made in optimizing these parameters, since they seemed to produce
already satisfying results, and also in both Gohr and Baksi et al. they were left
to their default values. For the learning rate we followed a similar approach to
the one described in [42]: we defined two values αmax and αmin and we fixed a
small number of epochs (we used 3). We defined αmax as the maximum value of
the learning rate such that we still see some improvements for all the 3 epochs,
and αmin as the minimum value that gives a significant improvement in the loss
at the end of the 3 epochs (ideally, this can be seen as an elbow in the graph of
learning rate versus loss). We then set a cyclic learning rate as

αi = αmin +
(αmax − αmin)(c− i (mod c))

c
,

where i refers to the current epoch in the training and c is the length of the cycle.
Experimentally we found that for our problem αmax = 0.015, αmin = 0.0003 and
c = 5 works well.

Training and Testing We ran our network on 106 training pairs and 104

validation pairs for e = 50 epochs. Based on the validation accuracy we selected the
minimum number n of samples needed in each experiment to have a distinguisher
with accuracy significantly far from 0.5 (where with significantly we mean that it
deviates at least by 0.02 from 0.5) and the threshold τn (see previous section).
We then evaluated 103 sets of dimension k to estimate the accuracy of the
distinguisher.

4.2 Convolutional distinguisher

Here we briefly outline a second neural distinguisher that we will include in the
accuracy comparison in section 5. Since it is very similar to the TD distinguisher,
we only talk about the main difference: hidden layers. We will refer to this
distinguisher as the Convolutional distinguisher.
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Hidden Layers As before, we can identify two splits of layers: in the first split,
instead of perceptrons, we use two one-dimensional convolutional layers of size
32. The approach is very similar to the previous one: the input is split in four
parts and passed through the filters. However, the main difference is that these
filters can have dimensions greater than 1, allowing the network to learn different
features. Then the output of these layers is flattened and passed to the prediction
head, that is modeled as before as a multilayer perceptron with 3 layers of 32, 32
and 16 neurons.

5 Experimental results and comparisons

In this section, we present the methodology we adopted to compare the perfor-
mance of different distinguishers. We also present the results of this comparison,
focusing in particular on the performance of the NN based distinguishers.

5.1 Description of the experiment

In order to compare the distinguishers, we run the following experiments. We
consider different reduced version of TEA and RAIDEN (with rounds ranging
from 4 to 8). For each cipher family C, each distinguisher AiOracle, and a fixed
number of samples n, we compute the accuracy of the distinguisher. Precisely, we
ran 1000 experiments. For half of the experiments we call the distinguisher AiOracle

with Oracle equal to an instance Ck of the cipher family C, (with a fixed key for
TEA, and with a randomly chosen key for RAIDEN). For the other half we fix
Oracle to a random generator (using NumPy [31] random number generator).
Then we measure the accuracy of the distinguisher by counting how many times
it distinguishes correctly (i.e. it returns 1 in the first case, and 0 in the second),
averaging the two cases.

The number n ranges from 20 to 220 in the case of TEA, and from 20 to 212

in the case of RAIDEN. These numbers have been chosen in order to have high
success probability with the trail distinguisher up to a number of rounds where
the bitflip distinguisher was failing (i.e. having accuracy 0.5). Precisely, the
bitflip distinguisher becomes useless at round 7 for both TEA and RAIDEN. At
round 7 and 8, TEA has a fixed key output difference of probability, respectively,
2−20.77 and 2−29.43, while RAIDEN has a “true” output difference of probability,
respectively, 2−8 and 2−10.4 Thus, for example, as far as it concern the trail
distinguisher A2

Oracle, we expect to have a success probability (accuracy) close to
1 with 28 samples at 7 rounds for RAIDEN, and with 221 samples at 7 rounds
for TEA. Another reason to stop at 8 rounds with 1000 experiments, is that we
reached the memory at disposal in our machine, a server with 64 GB of RAM,
for a computation that ran for a few hours. For both the bitflip distinguisher A1

and the trail distinguisher A2 we set the threshold value τ = 1. Notice that a

4 Note that TEA differential trail is longer than the one for RAIDEN, since it holds
for a fixed key (see section 2.1).
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higher threshold would increase the probability of doing the right choice when
selecting the cipher, but also decrease the probability of doing the right choice
when not selecting it. The choice of the threshold for the neural distinguishers
was a bit more complicated: in general for n samples we set τn = n

2 , though this is
not always the optimal choice. We found out that sometimes, during the training
phase, the network overfits one of the two classes, so it develops the tendency
to predict better one class instead of the other. This happens especially with
an high number of rounds, and we found out that it can be solved by slightly
increasing the threshold. So, we set all the thresholds for the 8-rounds simulations
to τn = δn with 0.5 ≤ δ ≤ 0.7, depending on how it performed in the validation
set. We stress that this is not a limitation of the distinguisher, since the value
of δ is fixed during the training phase and remains fixed for all the calls to the
distinguisher.

5.2 Detailed results

The experiment with classic distinguishers was run in few days of computation
with a fairly powerful personal laptop (2.9 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 with 16
GB of RAM) and no excessive parallelization and optimization effort. The neural
networks were trained using a small server (2.6 GHz AMD EPYC 7301 16-Core
Processor with 64 GB of RAM) and tested on the above mentioned laptop.
Though, memory usage was significant during the training of the neural networks
when targeting 7 and 8 rounds, and it seems that we need more computational
power to increase the number of rounds (see section 5.5).

Both the bitflip and the trail distinguisher behaved as expected. In particular,
the bitflip distinguisher started failing on both ciphers at round 7, and, in the
case of RAIDEN, it was already showing some weaknesses at round 6, confirming
the better diffusion properties compared to TEA.

In the case of TEA 4 rounds, we expect about 214 samples to reach accuracy 1
for the trail distinguisher. In practice, with 214 samples, we reached an accuracy
of 0.92, and accuracy very close to 1 was reached with 216 samples. Similar results
can be observed for all other rounds, and also for RAIDEN.

Both neural distinguishers performed a little worse than expected in some
cases: for example for the 8-round experiment on TEA we obtained a validation
accuracy of 0.545 when using the TD network; this would imply that, in theory, 28

samples should be enough to reach an accuracy of 1, while in practice we reached
0.982. This phenomena is worse in the Convolutional case, where, with a very
similar validation accuracy, we reached a test accuracy of 0.916 with 28 samples.
However, these results might be biased by the generation of the samples, since
the validation set is relatively small and the NumPy random number generator
does not yield a perfect uniform distribution, so the accuracy on the validation
set can be slightly over or underestimated. In any case, the results (especially in
the TD experiment) do not deviate significantly from what we expected.

A visualization of the performance of all distinguishers considered in our
experiments, is given in fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Distinguisher comparison for TEA (left) and RAIDEN (right), 1000
experiments.

5.3 Lowering the training

Although our models being quite small (compared to the common neural network
models, especially in image classification), we asked ourselves if the training
phase can be lowered without losing too much accuracy. In fig. 4 we report the
results of our two neural distinguishers on TEA with 6, 7 and 8 rounds, ranging
the number of training samples from 103 to 106. The results are pretty surprising:
with 6 rounds 103 samples are enough to have a very good distinguisher, so with
a negligible time in training (a few seconds) we can easily build this distinguisher.
The most interesting case is the 8-rounds one: we can notice that in both network
architectures the number of training samples can be lowered, but we can also
see for the first time a significant difference between the two networks. In fact,
we can see that with 104 samples a decent distinguisher can be build with the
TD network, but not with the Convolutional one. Vice versa with 105 samples
the Convolutional distinguisher seems a lot better than the TD one, that shows
a lower accuracy. In general, fig. 4 shows that in the majority of the cases
computations can be reduced significantly (from near 30 minutes for each model
with 106 samples on our laptop to less than a minute with 104 and a couple of
minutes with 105) with only a small performance loss.

5.4 Further experiments

In this section we propose two more experiments, one on TEA and one on
RAIDEN, using the TD distinguisher. All the trainings are done as before with
106 samples.

TEA: random key experiment Until now, we focused on distinguishing
TEA with a fixed key and a given fixed input difference. We also wanted to
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Fig. 4: Time Distributed (top) and Convolutional (bottom) distinguishers applied
to TEA 6 (left), 7 (center) and 8 (right) rounds, with different size for the training
set, 1000 experiments.

test what happens if we only fix the input difference and select random keys,
as we do on RAIDEN. Since the differential trail we used before for TEA was
generated for a specific key, one can not use the same input difference of the
trail for any other key. So, we decided to fix an input difference of low hamming
weight and low integer value, i.e. 0x1. We ran the experiment on 6, 7, 8 rounds
(see the left panel of fig. 5), observing that for 6 and 7 rounds the distinguisher
seems identical to the previous ones, while for 8 rounds the distinguisher shows
an accuracy of around 0.6. The results on 6 and 8 are somehow expected, since
it is intuitive that this task is in general harder than the previous one (and this
explains the lack of performance on 8 rounds), but also with 6 rounds the cipher
has not reached the full diffusion yet, so it seems reasonable that the network
is exploiting this property. The results on 7-rounds are a bit more unexpected:
we think that the network is learning something that is neither only a diffusion
property nor only a differential one, but probably a combination of them (with
possibly some other properties). We leave a deep analysis of this result for future
research.

RAIDEN: ciphertext difference experiment In this experiment we mod-
ified the network to take only a word of size b as input. The idea is to feed the
network with ciphertext differences (rather than the ciphertext pairs generating
the differences) generated from RAIDEN with random key and fixed input differ-
ence. The main point of this experiment is to verify if the network is actually
learning only the differential properties of the cipher or something else. The
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results are shown in the right panel of fig. 5. We can notice that the performances
are pretty similar to the ones with the two ciphertexts as inputs, so there is
no clear evidence of what is happening. However, since there is no significant
improvement, we suspect that in the previous case the network was learning also
some other properties of the data. As before, we leave further analysis of this
experiment for future works.
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Fig. 5: Results on TEA with 6, 7, 8 rounds and random key (left), results on
RAIDEN 6, 7, 8 rounds letting the network learn only the output difference
(right).

5.5 Limitations of NN based distinguishers

Even if, at run-time, the NN based distinguishers outperform the two conventional
distinguishers considered in this work, one has to keep in mind that the accuracy
of such distinguishers depends on the intensity of the training. Our experiments
used at most 106 samples, with a memory cost of nearly 2.5GB during the training
phase, so we expect the limit for a high level laptop to be somewhere near 107

samples, and this may not be enough to increase the number of rounds, especially
in TEA case.

6 Conclusion

In this work we introduced a simple network architecture to perform a distinguish-
ing task on TEA and RAIDEN ciphers, given the knowledge of some differential
properties of the cipher. We then showed that NN based distinguishers outper-
formed classical ones with quite high margin. We also showed that these results
can be reached without excessive computational power on round-reduced versions
of the ciphers. We leave for future research a more computationally extensive
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analysis of these results, in particular to see what happens for higher number of
rounds, how the neural networks need to be trained, and how much memory they
need. It would also be of interest to apply the same techniques to ciphers with
128 bit message block, and 256 bit keys, and to test different neural networks,
or variation of the ones we used. Finally, different NN distinguishers could be
considered, exploiting, rather than differential, linear or rotational properties of
the cipher, or combinations of such properties, or no property at all.
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